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This is a Fantasy RPG, featuring a unique story and a massive world. We are providing you with a comprehensive, user-friendly system that takes into account the needs of modern players. You will be able to enjoy a story that will leave you with a sense of incomparable satisfaction. The Lands Between Welcome to the lands between:
The Land of Alfheim, the setting of a colossal war that once engulfed the world, and which is now awaiting the Elden Ring's resolution. Alfheim was initially divided into three major kingdoms. However, this arrangement was soon dissolved, and a vortex of war sprang up. The Elder Gods sensed the impending chaos and prayed to the
Goddess Kali to bring a decisive end to the war. But Kali was not fully attentive to their pleas. Her ears were temporarily blinded to the chaos, and she was so intoxicated with the intoxication of power that she forgot what they sought: the Goddess of Fate was helpless and dropped her defenses, allowing a group of heroes to enter
Alfheim. Their legend has had a profound impact on the people who live in the Land of the Blind. They recognize the power to which they have pledged their allegiance as the Elden Ring, and they have made their capital city into the seat of their new nation. Elden Your character will be called a "Elden". In this story, the Elden are the
protagonist of the Elden Ring. The Elden is chosen by the Goddess of Fate after performing a test of strength against the Goddess of Chaos, and has the power to harness the Seven Powers of Fate. The one who wields the Seven Elden Rings, also known as "Elden Lords", will be the protagonist of the story. Fate’s Bounty There are 16
treasures protected by the Elden, and they can be discovered through the exploration of dungeons and field battles. The Elden Ring explores each of the 16 treasures to learn about Fate, and you will encounter the Goddess of Fate as a new character that evolves with your progression. In order to find the 16 treasures, you will need
to: 1) Be chosen by the goddess of fate 2) Earn the power of the goddess of chaos 3) Experience the power that you have earned 4) Fight and win the battle 5) Attend the Gathering of Elden The Seven Powers of Fate: 1) The power to bring the world into

Features Key:
3D Fighters Watch the fight scenes in stunning 3D with your own character and weapons.
Dynamic Tactical Battles In the environments, follow the tactical actions of your own character's movements.
Real-time Battles Attack the enemies effectively with a wide variety of weapons and attacks.
3D Non-Target Irregular Battles Watch the attacks from the above and/or below angles!
Flash Praxis and It's Up to You Flash Praxis lets you attack and use special moves with your partner's attacks and defense. It's up to you to build up the damage.
Delay Skill Even if your offense or defense has been disrupted, the skill can still be used. After the skill recovers, all attacks will use the cooldown per enemy. It's up to you to keep your cool by efficiently using the extra damage to your advantage.
Strange Formation Upgrades By upgrading your partner, you can increase some of your character's bad points to have a much more dynamic character.
Google Translate Service Translate the letters on character pages and information tables in the Arcane/Beyond and the Prontera SR
New
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Expansion Introduction of an all-new area, the Labyrinth and the Orpheus Legendary Magic, a powerful fighting method where you have to attack enemies using War Curses, all new equipment, apparel, creatures, potions, sub-weapons, and the best weapons.
Revalation of a Certain Character's Appearance
Expansion Prontera Report System
Image Crops of the Costumes
Production of Unique Weapon Posters
Craft Mode (Weapon Crafting System) Environment
Craft Mode Locations
Battle Mode (Battle with Your Allies)
Challenges On Elden Ring

Also available for pre-order, Pre-loading fee -50%
Play Craft Mode costs additional fee
REV2: Good Day! New version (2.0) released today!
More info can be read here:
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